
HELICOPTER EXPERIENCES
with Great Plains



HELICOPTER EXPERIENCES
WITH GREAT PLAINS
Helicopter Horizons Scenic Flights are a completely personalised experience and the perfect way to 
complement a safari with Great Plains. We offer an entirely different perspective of the incredible 
Okavango Delta and Linyanti and Savuti regions when travelling to the Duba or Selinda Reserves. A 
scenic flight will follow the trails inspiring many wildlife documentaries throughout this untouched 
wilderness. From the banks of the Selinda Spillway to the channels of the Okavango Delta, Great 
Plains guests will greatly enjoy their guided aerial experience. 

Helicopters are a perfect way to explore deep into the Delta, where guests can discover permanent 
waterways, palm islands and lagoons, sweeping views of floodplains and incredible wildlife sightings. 
Doors are removed for unrestricted views and great photographic opportunities. Guests are 
provided with headsets for constant communications with our very knowledgeable pilots, ensuring 
a guided and informed experience.

• All flights are private
• Helicopter pads are moments away from camp
• Doors off for unrestricted views, perfect for photography
• Guests provided with headsets for a truly guided experience 
• Safety and respect for wildlife is a priority – this will be highlighted in each briefing





GREAT PLAINS

HELICOPTER TRANSFERS
Helicopter transfers are private, direct and guarantee a window seat for potential wildlife sightings 
throughout. Guests are provided with headsets for constant communications with our very 
knowledgeable pilots to make sure that they have a truly guided experience.

This experience can accommodates all group sizes, including couples, families, friends and larger 
groups travelling together.



HELICOPTER TRANSFERS WITH GREAT PLAINS

Selinda / Selinda Explorers / Zarafa
 to Duba Plains / Duba Explorers

$730 per person (minimum 2 people)
Xigera to Duba Plains / Duba Explorers

$365 per person (minimum 2 people)

Maun to Duba Plains / Duba Explorers
$730 per person (minimum 2 people)

Maun to Selinda / Selinda Explorers / Zarafa
$855 per person (minimum 2 people)

Xigera to
Selinda / Selinda Explorers / Zarafa
$730 per person (minimum 2 people)

Maun to Xigera
$490 per person (minimum 2 people)
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DUBA PLAINS / DUBA EXPLORERS

GREAT PLAINS EXPLORER
30 min scenic flight

Duba island and its surroundings, famous for the huge herds of buffalo roaming its floodplains with 
prides of lions often following suit, are the jewel of the Okavango Delta. 

The floodplains overflow with a rich medley of wildlife. Zebra, wildebeest and the ever present 
lechwe accompany a myriad of other plains species across the brilliant green floodplains that 
elephants journey through on their search for food amongst the magnificent trees of Duba. Crystal 
clear channels cut their way through and around the floodplains, all originating from the Okavango’s 
source in Angola. These reed lined channels are home to hippos and splendid waterlilies alike, both 
icons of these idyllic waterways. 

The sensations derived from taking to the skies above this paradise must be experienced to 
be believed. The wildlife rich floodplains stretch out to the impressive Nghoga channel, whose 
unique course can only really be appreciated from the air. The channel snakes through the dense 
papyrus beds to the south creating wondrous meanders as it follows its looping course, feeding 
the floodplains surrounding Chief’s Island. A helicopter scenic over this reserve is truly something 
special, flying over this magnificent wilderness will have you retracing the steps of renowned wildlife 
film makers, Dereck & Beverly Joubert, who also call Duba home. 

30 min doors off scenic flight | Price $395 per person (minimum 2 people)





DUBA PLAINS / DUBA EXPLORERS

DUBA THROUGH THE LENS 
45 & 60 min scenic flights

The extended flight time offers a chance for longer wildlife sightings, more waterways to discover 
and more landscapes to explore. Soaring up to 1000 feet above the ground then swooping 
down to a few hundred feet provides completely different yet complementary views of the vast 
wilderness and the details of its components, including the characteristic smell of wild sage that 
grows throughout the Okavango drylands.

Your knowledgeable pilot will offer a guided experience and ensure that every vista and sighting 
is perfectly set up for the best shot. They will find and highlight the terrain’s greatest treasures 
through the completely unrestricted view guaranteed by removing the doors. An aerial perspective 
is the ideal way to gaze onto the vast Delta and its meandering labyrinth of crystal-clear channels, 
providing unfettered access to some of the most remote parts of the unique system.

All our enthusiastic pilots are highly sensitive to photographic framing and will position the helicopter 
perfectly for any sought after shot. Your knowledgeable pilot will be able to explain many interesting 
facts about the ecosystem and to interpret any wildlife behaviour that you may witness, while 
the long flight duration allows for extended time watching any wildlife interactions that you may 
come across. This is a bucket list experience for avid photographers seeking the perfect shot of the 
Okavango Delta from a unique perspective. First and last light, known as the golden hours, offer the 
best light conditions to capture perfect photographs.

45 min doors off scenic flight | Price $530 per person (minimum 2 people)
60 min doors off scenic flight | Price $675 per person (minimum 2 people)





DUBA PLAINS / DUBA EXPLORERS

FLOODPLAINS TO PANHANDLE 
90 min scenic flight

Adventurers, wildlife enthusiasts, photographers and film makers have come to the delta for generations 
to experience this oasis as a true natural wonder, but very few get to appreciate this World Heritage 
Site in all its flooded glory. Vast open floodplains are studded with a galaxy of termite mounds and 
island hideaways, while channels lead away from mighty meandering rivers exploding with life. 

This helicopter scenic experience is unbeatable in its scale and possibilities, allowing guests to 
experience all aspects of the world’s largest inland delta, the Okavango. You will enjoy a unique 
aerial perspective of the seasonal floodplains, continuing over permanent waterways and finally to 
the meandering Okavango River in north west Botswana, viewing the entire stretch of the 1000th 
World Heritage Site. Your private scenic is designed to find as many iconic animals as this ancient 
landscape allows, set against a backdrop of incredible sweeping vistas of the full Okavango Delta, 
responsible for breathing life into this part of Africa. 

Heading north-west from camp towards Namibia and Angola, where the water originates, you will 
be taken on a journey over every type of wilderness the delta has to offer. Lush savannah, towering 
palm tree filled islands surrounded by bumbling hippos and crocodile infested channels lined with 
white sandy banks that feed into vast lagoons that support large herds of elephants and elusive 
predators adept at navigating this extensive wetland.

Time is on your side on this flight, enough time in fact to relax into a completely immersive 
experience. During the scenic, you can assist the pilot in choosing the perfect spot to land on your 
very own private island, where you will be able to take in a ground-level view of this remote region 
of the Okavango. Enjoy a refreshing drink and sumptuous picnic while absorbing the sounds and 
smells of this magnificent wilderness. Feel free to relax and soak everything up or engage with your 
pilot, who will happily provide information and amusing anecdotes about life in one of the most 
pristine environments on the planet. The second half of your flight will follow vast waterways on the 
opposite side of Chief’s Island, offering the opportunity to explore more unique landscapes and a 
different selection of wildlife. 

This scenic flight is bespoke to suit the unique interests of those on board. No two flights are the 
same, offering a once in a lifetime experience for those seeking true adventure.

90 min doors off plus private island picnic stop | Price $955 per person (minimum 2 people)





ZARAFA CAMP / ZARAFA DHOW SUITE 

SOURCE OF THE SAVUTI
30 min scenic flights

Moments after lifting from camp, you will appreciate an entirely different perspective from the air. 
The helicopter will enable you to explore areas that are unreachable by any other means, covering 
large expanses of this incredible, 130,000 hectares reserve.

Your scenic flight will fly over the Zibidianja Lagoon and its resident hippos, located at the source 
of the iconic Savuti Channel. Red lechwe continually graze the isolated islands in the floodplains. 
As you sweep southward, elephants can often be spotted enjoying a drink from the channel or a 
shady respite from the African sun. Your scenic continues south over mopane bushland, following 
the Savuti Channel that attracts herds of thirsty wildlife, including zebras, buffalos, elephants and a 
myriad of smaller plains antelope, along with their elusive predators.

Our scenic flight will not only showcase incredible sweeping views of the permanent waterways, 
your pilot will be constantly on the lookout for descendants of Zarafa’s namesake, the beloved 
giraffe once gifted by the Viceroy of Egypt to Charles the 10th of France. The rich history of the 
area is brought to life through its incredible wildlife and stunning landscapes, fit for any explorer.  

30 min doors off scenic flight | Price $395 per person (minimum 2 people)





SELINDA CAMP / SELINDA SUITE 

DISCOVER THE SPILLWAY
30 min scenic flight

Discovering the spillway by helicopter offers unparalleled views across the Selinda floodplains and 
incredible wildlife sightings from the air. Wild dogs roam this area along with the Selinda lion pride 
that appear in the iconic National Geographic documentary ‘Birth of a Pride’. This flight allows you 
to retrace the steps of the iconic wildlife film makers, Dereck & Beverly Joubert. 

The floodplains are a hive of activity that frame the spectacular network of channels and lagoons, 
where hungry elephants wade deep into the marshes to feed. Ebony and jackalberry trees line the 
banks of the floodplains that transition into dryland areas, where herds of eland, sable and roan can 
be spotted from above. The spillway is a hotspot of hippo pools and elephant activity, and you will 
also experience the iconic Savuti Channel with its idle meanders and myriad of small plains wildlife 
and ever-present elephants.  

30 min doors off scenic flight | Price $395 per person (minimum 2 people)





SELINDA EXPLORERS CAMP

EBONY EXPLORER 
30 min scenic flight

Immediately after lifting, you will be granted an entirely different perspective of the extraordinary 
wildlife-rich ecosystem surrounding the camp. Helicopter scenic flights offer incredible opportunities 
to cover large distances and observe sweeping landscapes that teem with a huge variety of wildlife, 
including pristine locations unreachable by any other means. 

The Selinda Spillway is a spectacular channel linking the Linyanti and Kwando Rivers to the Okavango 
Delta, where hippos and crocodiles are visible in the crystal-clear meandering channels. 

The contrast of dry mopane woodland alongside the lifegiving waters of the spillway, readily apparent 
from the air, showcases the complexity of the Okavango ecosystem. Elephants and buffalos often 
use the remote spillway as a water source and majestic sable bulls patrol its banks. The mopane 
woodland bordering the spillway often hides elusive roan and eland antelope, and predators, 
including big cats and African wild dogs, are also prevalent in this area. 

30 min doors off scenic flight | Price $395 per person (minimum 2 people)





SPILLWAY THROUGH THE LENS 
45 & 60 min scenic flights

The extended flight time offers a chance for longer wildlife sightings, more waterways to discover 
and more landscapes to explore. Soaring up to 1000 feet above the ground then swooping 
down to a few hundred feet provides completely different yet complementary views of the vast 
wilderness and the details of its components, including the characteristic smell of wild sage that 
grows throughout the Okavango drylands.

Your knowledgeable pilot will offer a guided experience and ensure that every vista and sighting 
is perfectly set up for the best shot. They will find and highlight the terrain’s greatest treasures 
through the completely unrestricted view guaranteed by removing the doors. An aerial perspective 
is the ideal way to gaze onto the vast Delta and its meandering labyrinth of crystal-clear channels, 
providing unfettered access to some of the most remote parts of the unique system.

All our enthusiastic pilots are highly sensitive to photographic framing and will position the helicopter 
perfectly for any sought after shot. Your knowledgeable pilot will be able to explain many interesting 
facts about the ecosystem and to interpret any wildlife behaviour that you may witness, while the long 
flight duration allows for extended time watching any wildlife interactions that you may come across. 
This is a bucket list experience for avid photographers seeking the perfect shot of the Okavango 
Delta from a unique perspective. First and last light, known as the golden hours, offer the best light 
conditions to capture perfect photographs.

45 min doors off scenic flight | Price $530 per person (minimum 2 people)
60 min doors off scenic flight | Price $675 per person (minimum 2 people)

ZARAFA CAMP / ZARAFA DHOW SUITE
SELINDA CAMP / SELINDA SUITE  / SELINDA EXPLORERS CAMP





SPILLWAY TO PANHANDLE 
90 min scenic flight

Adventurers, wildlife enthusiasts, photographers and film makers have come to the delta for generations 
to experience this oasis as a true natural wonder, but very few get to appreciate this World Heritage 
Site in all its flooded glory. Vast open floodplains are studded with a galaxy of termite mounds and 
island hideaways, while channels lead away from mighty meandering rivers exploding with life. 

This helicopter scenic experience is unbeatable in its scale and possibilities, allowing guests to 
experience all aspects of the world’s largest inland delta, the Okavango. You will enjoy a unique 
aerial perspective of the seasonal floodplains, continuing over permanent waterways and finally to 
the meandering Okavango River in north west Botswana, viewing the entire stretch of the 1000th 
World Heritage Site. Your private scenic is designed to find as many iconic animals as this ancient 
landscape allows, set against a backdrop of incredible sweeping vistas of the full Okavango Delta, 
responsible for breathing life into this part of Africa. 

Heading north-west from camp towards Namibia and Angola, where the water originates, you will 
be taken on a journey over every type of wilderness the delta has to offer. Lush savannah, towering 
palm tree filled islands surrounded by bumbling hippos and crocodile infested channels lined with 
white sandy banks that feed into vast lagoons that support large herds of elephants and elusive 
predators adept at navigating this extensive wetland.

Time is on your side on this flight, enough time in fact to relax into a completely immersive experience. 
During the scenic, you can assist the pilot in choosing the perfect spot to land on your very own 
private island, where you will be able to take in a ground-level view of this remote region of the 
Okavango. Enjoy a refreshing drink and sumptuous picnic while absorbing the sounds and smells of this 
magnificent wilderness. Feel free to relax and soak everything up or engage with your pilot, who will 
happily provide information and amusing anecdotes about life in one of the most pristine environments 
on the planet. The second half of your flight will follow vast waterways on the opposite side of Chief’s 
Island, offering the opportunity to explore more unique landscapes and a different selection of wildlife. 

This scenic flight is bespoke to suit the unique interests of those on board. No two flights are the 
same, offering a once in a lifetime experience for those seeking true adventure.

90 min doors off plus private island picnic stop | Price $955 per person (minimum 2 people)

ZARAFA CAMP / ZARAFA DHOW SUITE
SELINDA CAMP / SELINDA SUITE  / SELINDA EXPLORERS CAMP





GREAT PLAINS

PALM ISLAND CHAMPAGNE STOP
$45 per person

A champagne stop is possible on any scenic flight from any Great Plains camp, where the pilot finds 
a deserted palm island halfway through the flight. Once on the ground, champagne is popped for 
the guests to enjoy alongside views from the ground and further information about the delta from 
our engaging pilot. An incredible moment mid-flight that offers a special touch.





XIGERA SAFARI LODGE

KINGFISHER EXPLORER
30 min scenic flight

Take in the iconic Xigera Lagoon from the air. Red lechwe standing ankle deep in crystal clear water, 
the sandy white alluvial fans clearly visible from above, the reflection of sky, cloud and antelope are 
spectacular on the glass like water. Dense palm islands, hippo highway channels and isolated pools 
offer home to elephant, hippo and crocodiles which all take on a different perspective from the air. 
There is also the potential to spot the shy and elusive sitatunga. The surrounding larger islands a 
haven for plains game, elephants and buffalo. 

30 min doors off scenic flight | Price $380 per person (minimum 2 people)





XIGERA SAFARI LODGE

XIGERA THROUGH THE LENS 
45 & 60 min scenic flights

The extended flight time offers a chance for longer wildlife sightings, more waterways to discover 
and more landscapes to explore. Soaring up to 1000 feet above the ground then swooping 
down to a few hundred feet provides completely different yet complementary views of the vast 
wilderness and the details of its components, including the characteristic smell of wild sage that 
grows throughout the Okavango drylands.

Your knowledgeable pilot will offer a guided experience and ensure that every vista and sighting 
is perfectly set up for the best shot. They will find and highlight the terrain’s greatest treasures 
through the completely unrestricted view guaranteed by removing the doors. An aerial perspective 
is the ideal way to gaze onto the vast Delta and its meandering labyrinth of crystal-clear channels, 
providing unfettered access to some of the most remote parts of the unique system.

All our enthusiastic pilots are highly sensitive to photographic framing and will position the helicopter 
perfectly for any sought after shot. Your knowledgeable pilot will be able to explain many interesting 
facts about the ecosystem and to interpret any wildlife behaviour that you may witness, while 
the long flight duration allows for extended time watching any wildlife interactions that you may 
come across. This is a bucket list experience for avid photographers seeking the perfect shot of the 
Okavango Delta from a unique perspective. First and last light, known as the golden hours, offer the 
best light conditions to capture perfect photographs.

45 min doors off scenic flight | Price $510 per person (minimum 2 people)
60 min doors off scenic flight | Price $640 per person (minimum 2 people)





XIGERA SAFARI LODGE

FLOODPLAINS TO PANHANDLE 
90 min scenic flight

Adventurers, wildlife enthusiasts, photographers and film makers have come to the delta for generations 
to experience this oasis as a true natural wonder, but very few get to appreciate this World Heritage 
Site in all its flooded glory. Vast open floodplains are studded with a galaxy of termite mounds and 
island hideaways, while channels lead away from mighty meandering rivers exploding with life. 

This helicopter scenic experience is unbeatable in its scale and possibilities, allowing guests to 
experience all aspects of the world’s largest inland delta, the Okavango. You will enjoy a unique 
aerial perspective of the seasonal floodplains, continuing over permanent waterways and finally to 
the meandering Okavango River in north west Botswana, viewing the entire stretch of the 1000th 
World Heritage Site. Your private scenic is designed to find as many iconic animals as this ancient 
landscape allows, set against a backdrop of incredible sweeping vistas of the full Okavango Delta, 
responsible for breathing life into this part of Africa. 

Heading north-west from camp towards Namibia and Angola, where the water originates, you will 
be taken on a journey over every type of wilderness the delta has to offer. Lush savannah, towering 
palm tree filled islands surrounded by bumbling hippos and crocodile infested channels lined with 
white sandy banks that feed into vast lagoons that support large herds of elephants and elusive 
predators adept at navigating this extensive wetland.

Time is on your side on this flight, enough time in fact to relax into a completely immersive 
experience. During the scenic, you can assist the pilot in choosing the perfect spot to land on your 
very own private island, where you will be able to take in a ground-level view of this remote region 
of the Okavango. Enjoy a refreshing drink and sumptuous picnic while absorbing the sounds and 
smells of this magnificent wilderness. Feel free to relax and soak everything up or engage with your 
pilot, who will happily provide information and amusing anecdotes about life in one of the most 
pristine environments on the planet. The second half of your flight will follow vast waterways on the 
opposite side of Chief’s Island, offering the opportunity to explore more unique landscapes and a 
different selection of wildlife. 

This scenic flight is bespoke to suit the unique interests of those on board. No two flights are the 
same, offering a once in a lifetime experience for those seeking true adventure.

90 min doors off plus private island picnic stop | Price $955 per person (minimum 2 people)





LIFE WITH ELEPHANTS EXPERIENCE
Lifting from camp we journey through the Delta where guests are exposed to permanent waterways, 
lagoons and game sightings over sweeping views of the Okavango Floodplains for a scenic transfer en-route 
to Eretsa Village, located in the beautiful Panhandle Area of the Delta.
 
• On arrival guests are met by their knowledgeable Ecoexist Guide who will introduce the itinerary

for the next few hours.

• We begin by discussing with the village elders, the day to day challenges of living amongst Elephants, including 
safety and procedures to protect village crops. There are some incredibly innovative and interesting 
processes that guests will get to experience and also participate in. 

• After traditional singing and dancing guests will then be taken on a walk to experience all aspects of 
village life, including visiting the local school,housing, transportation by donkey drawn cart, access 
to water, local arts & crafts and a visit with the local blacksmith. This unique excursion offers a rare 
insight into remote village life in Botswana. 

• After the village tour is complete our pilots will fly over the crops and elephant corridors so that 
guests have a great understanding from the air, before returning to camp with more opportunity for 
game sightings en-route.

 
The Ecoexist Project seeks to reduce conflict and foster coexistence between elephants and people, 
empowering farmers with practical, affordable, and effective tools to deter crop-raiding. The mission is 
to support the lives and livelihoods of people who share space with elephants. By booking this excursion 
Ecoexist are able to carry on supporting such an important issue for both Villagers & Elephants in Botswana. 
Helicopter Horizons and Great Plains are delighted to be able to help with such an important project. 

$445 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Duba Plains & Duba Explorers 

$740 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Zarafa Camp, Zarafa Dhow Suite, Selinda Camp, Selinda Suite, 
Selinda Explorers Camp 

$730 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Xigera Safari Lodge



TSODILO HILLS EXPERIENCE
Four rocky hills, including Botswana’s highest point, jut strikingly out of the surrounding Kalahari Desert plains 
to form Tsodilo, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in the remote northwest of the country; a definite a ‘must 
see’ for those seeking more than wildlife from their time in Botswana. Over 4500 rock paintings, some dating 
back an estimated 26,000 years, adorn the marshmallow coloured quartzite rocks. The hills are sacred to the 
San Bushman who utilised the caves and spring here until the late 20th century, and there is evidence of human 
activity here dating back some 100,000 years.

Arriving by helicopter allows guests to appreciate the significance of these hills and area from the air whilst 
enjoying game viewing on the flights to and from the Great Plains camps. 

Guests are accompanied on this half day tour by an unassuming and ever-smiling San guide who will explain 
the fascinating artwork, presenting a side to Botswana few tourists get to experience. The hike can be 
demanding, but the hills have an air and allure that is difficult to describe; perhaps they possess a draw that 
appeals to something within us all. 

$965 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Duba Plains & Duba Explorers

$1215 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Zarafa Camp, Zarafa Dhow Suite, Selinda Camp, Selinda Suite, 
Selinda Explorers Camp 

$965 per person (minimum 2 people) | ex Xigera Safari Lodge



Explore Your World

info@greatplainsconservation.com
www.greatplainsconservation.com


